Summer Term 1
Tick the box that shows
where a dash should appear in
this sentence.

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters be careful not to rip
the paper.

2

a

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?

comfort		
reli		

d

Underline one preposition in
each sentence:
“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.

In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.

Although he felt ill, the magician still performed his show.

e

occurs

placed

varied

c

Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

sens		

Are the underlined words a noun phrase, a prepositional
phrase or a subordinate clause?

						

b

Freezing happens when a liquid is
made very cold and becomes a solid.
When water is put into a freezer, it
will become ice. Different elements
and compounds have different
freezing points.
mixture

combination

		

			

		

			

Mr Whoops has been juggling with the letters from
one of his Y6 spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
c			

e

f

Year 6 Summer Term 1 Answers
Tick the box that shows
where a dash should appear in
this sentence.

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters be careful not to rip
the paper.

a

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?

b

comfortably
reliably

d

Underline one preposition in
each sentence:
“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.
In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.

Although he felt ill, the magician still performed his show.

e

occurs

placed

varied

c

Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

sensibly

Are the underlined words a noun phrase, a prepositional
phrase or a subordinate clause?

subordinate clause		

2

Freezing happens when a liquid is
made very cold and becomes a solid.
When water is put into a freezer, it
will become ice. Different elements
and compounds have different
freezing points.
mixture

combination

put

placed

different

varied

Mr Whoops has been juggling with the letters from
one of his Y6 spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
committee		

f

Summer Term 1
Place a dash into the most
appropriate place within
this sentence.

2

a

Now, write an antonym for two of
the words you have created.

						
During the show, he made a timid,
white rabbit appear.

						

Underline one preposition in
each sentence:

c

Freezing happens when a liquid is
made very cold and becomes a solid.
When water is put into a freezer, it
will become ice. Different elements
and compounds have different
freezing points. Usually, the freezing
point of water is 0°C or 32°F.

reli		

e

occurs placed varied ordinarily
Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

comfort		

Although he felt ill, the magician still
performed his show.

						

b

sens		

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters be careful
not to rip the paper.

Are the underlined words a noun
phrase, a prepositional phrase or a
subordinate clause?

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?

d

“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.
In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.
The pirate found the treasure chest
beyond the palm trees.

mixture

combination

		

			

		

			

		

			

Mr Whoops has been juggling f
with the letters from one of his Y6
spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
c				

Year 6 Summer Term 1 Answers
Place a dash into the most
appropriate place within
this sentence.

a

reliably

e

subordinate clause		
During the show, he made a timid,
white rabbit appear.

Any antonym for ‘sensibly’ e.g. foolishly - for ‘comfortably’ e.g. awkwardly – and for ‘reliably’ e.g. unreliably.
Underline one preposition in
each sentence:

occurs placed varied ordinarily

c

Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

comfortably

Although he felt ill, the magician still
performed his show.

noun phrase			

b

sensibly

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters - be careful
not to rip the paper.

Are the underlined words a noun
phrase, a prepositional phrase or a
subordinate clause?

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?

2

d

“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.
In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.
The pirate found the treasure chest
beyond the palm trees.

Freezing happens when a liquid is
made very cold and becomes a solid.
When water is put into a freezer, it
will become ice. Different elements
and compounds have different
freezing points. Usually, the freezing
point of water is 0°C or 32°F.
mixture

combination

put

placed

different

varied

usually

ordinary

Mr Whoops has been juggling f
with the letters from one of his Y6
spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
committee		

Summer Term 1
Place a dash into the most
appropriate place within
this sentence.

2

a

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?
comfort		
reli		

						

						
						

Are the underlined words a noun
phrase, a prepositional phrase or a
subordinate clause?

						

“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.
In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.
The pirate found the treasure chest
beyond the palm trees.

d

e

Although he felt ill, the magician still
performed his show.
						
During the show, he made a timid, white
rabbit appear.
						
After that, he was sick in his top hat.
						

placed

varied

ordinarily

c

Freezing happens when a liquid is made
very cold and becomes a solid. When
water is put into a freezer, it will become
ice. Different elements and compounds
have different freezing points. Usually, the
freezing point of water is 0°C or 32°F.

Now, write an antonym for two of the
words you have created.

Explain why a dash has
been used instead of a colon.

occurs

Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

sens		

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters be careful
not to rip the paper.

Underline all of the prepositions in
these sentences:

b

mixture

combination

put

placed

usually

ordinary

usually

ordinary

Now, choose another word from the text
and write a synonym for it.

						

f
Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his Y6
spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
committee		

Year 6 Summer Term 1 Answers
Place a dash into the most
appropriate place within
this sentence.

a

reliably
Any antonym for ‘sensibly’ - e.g. foolishly
- for ‘comfortably’ - e.g. awkwardly and for ‘reliably’ - e.g. unreliably.

e.g. A dash was used to emphasise the
important information at the end of
the sentence in an informal piece of
writing.

In the pool, the talented swimmer
practised her front crawl.
The pirate found the treasure chest
beyond the palm trees.

d

Are the underlined words a noun
phrase, a prepositional phrase or a
subordinate clause?

e

Although he felt ill, the magician still
performed his show.
subordinate clause		
During the show, he made a timid, white
rabbit appear.
noun phrase			
After that, he was sick in his top hat.
prepositional phrase		

occurs

placed

varied

ordinarily

c

Replace the appropriate
words in the text with
synonyms from the list
above. One is done for you.

comfortably

Explain why a dash has
been used instead of a colon.

“Go and buy me some carrots
from the shop, please?” asked
Grandma politely.

b

sensibly

Fold the paper wallet
template into four
quarters - be careful
not to rip the paper.

Underline all of the prepositions in
these sentences:

Do these words need to end in –
ibly or -ably?

2

Freezing happens when a liquid is made
very cold and becomes a solid. When
water is put into a freezer, it will become
ice. Different elements and compounds
have different freezing points. Usually, the
freezing point of water is 0°C or 32°F.

mixture

combination

put

placed

usually

ordinary

usually

ordinary

Now, choose another word from the text
and write a synonym for it.

						

f
Mr Whoops has been juggling
with the letters from one of his Y6
spelling words. Can you spot what it is?
t o m t e i e c m
committee		

